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Wearable campaign



Postcard Stories project 



How did we get here?



How might we establish a new 
cultural norm that a woman veteran  
is also a veteran?

Research prompt



RESEARCH INSIGHTS PRINCIPLES CONCEPTS



RESEARCH INSIGHTS PRINCIPLES CONCEPTS

• Primary, secondary resources

• 10 expert interviews

• 27 intercept interviews

• 25 survey responses



RESEARCH INSIGHTS PRINCIPLES CONCEPTS

Desree Valentine veteran

We need more female gen-
erals. The more women in 
combat the more women we 
will have in higher ranks.

Kelly Kennedy veteran

People would say, 
“you’re too pretty
to be a vet!”

Michelle Dallochio veteran

I want to be portrayed as
strong and capable, like I did
my job well...I don’t want to 
be perceived as a victim.

Lois Katz VA physician

Men wear vet gear, 
women don’t. Female 
vets don’t associate.

Kelly Kennedy veteran

The first time someone 
publicly acknowledged 
[my service], I broke 
down.
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down.

Civilians are ignorant of
the military—
especially its women.

Structural barriers in the 
military keep women 
from getting equal
recognition.

The media portrays
women vets as victims,
not as heroes.

Women are less likely
to project their veteran 
identity than men.

Women vets wants to be
recognized and honored
—just like their male
counterparts.
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How might we use the 
public’s curiosity to
deliver better info about 
women veterans?

How might we draw
attention to the road-
blocks to women’s
equality in the military?

How might we empower
women to willingly
express their veteran
identity?

How might we show
women veterans the 
recognition they want
and deserve?

How might we invert the
media’s portrayal from 
victims to rockstars?
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How might we empower
women to willingly
express their veteran
identity?

How might we show
women veterans the 
recognition they want
and deserve?

How might we invert the
media’s portrayal from 
victims to rockstars?



Proposal 1



Wearable campaign



A physical emblem that signifies that the wearer 
identifies with the following statement:

What is it?

The service and sacrifices of women veterans are 
equally significant to those of their male counterparts. 
I stand with veterans—women vets included—in their 
search for recognition and fair treatment. 



How does it work?

friends + family 

general public

veterans

charitable VSOs



Who is it for?

• Men veterans

• Friends and family

• General public

• Women veterans



IMAGE OF WOMAN 
VET IN T-SHIRT



IMAGE OF MAN VET 
WITH PIN ON HAT



IMAGE OF YOUNG GIRL 
POSING WITH BUTTON 







Why?

• Shift and build public perception 
of who veterans are

• Contribute funds to organizations that 
help house, feed, and employ women 
veterans in need

• Build awareness of an underserved, 
under-appreciated community









2Proposal 



Postcard Stories project 



The SheServed postcard stories project provides a 
platform where women servicemembers’ stories and 
achievements can be shared and celebrated. 

Vets are sent blank postcards and are invited to respond 
with a defining story about an outstanding woman veteran 
they know. The SheServed team curates submissions and 
publishes select stories.

What is it?



friends + family 

general public

VA

VSOs

veterans

How does it work?



How does it work?

friends + family 

general public

VA

VSOs

veterans





Who is it for?

• Men veterans

• Friends and family

• General public

• Women veterans



MAN VET SEEING CARDS



MAN VET SEEING CARDS



WOMAN VET SEEING 
CARDS ON SOCIAL



YOUNG GIRL ATTENDING 
GALLERY SHOW, 
BUYING BOOK
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Why?

• Empower women vets by 
showcasing their accomplishments 
and appreciation

• Get stories in front of a larger audience 
by leaning on men vet allies

• Leverage military’s team-first mentality 
to get vets to celebrate their peers





Now what?



Identify the right partners to bring each concept to life.

Next steps

• Women Veterans 
Interactive

• Team RWB 

• The Mission 
Continues

Helping vulnerable vets

• The Women’s 
Memorial

• American Legion 

• Veterans of Foreign 
Wars

• IAVA 

Outreach and 
story collection



What might get in our way?

Challenges

• Become more 
than a gesture

• Overcome the 
belief that combat 
experience is what 
defines a veteran 

Wearable campaign

• Reach a critical 
audience size

• Create awareness 
of the content 

Postcard stories



Solution

• Campaign targets an 
audience beyond vets

• Engages with subject 
on a deep, human level

• Stories showcase the varied 
types of military contributions 
women make

• High-visibility of 
symbol drives more 
eyes to stories







Thank you.


